CARBON & CLIMATE LAW REVIEW (CCLR)

The editors of the journal (CCLR), an international publication dedicated to climate regulation and the carbon market, are pleased to invite you to contribute to the upcoming issues of our journal. As the first journal focused on the legal dimensions of climate change, CCLR provides academics and practitioners with a forum for this important debate.

Published on a quarterly basis under the guidance of a distinguished editorial board, CCLR brings together representatives from the legal discipline and other stakeholders in one specialised journal, allowing them to engage in a dynamic debate on the law of climate change.

Potential Authors are invited to submit articles (up to 20 pp.), country reports (up to 6 pp.) and book reviews (1-3 pp.) for the upcoming issues of CCLR,

To guarantee CCLR’s high-quality standards, all submissions are peer-reviewed and required to conform to the author guidelines available at: www.lexxion.eu/en/journals/cclr/#authors

Articles may be submitted after the published deadlines, by arrangement with the editor. Articles on a general CCLR topic will be considered for publication in Special Issues. All submitted articles undergo a peer review process.

Submission Deadlines:
- **Issue 1/2022** 15 December 2021
- **Issue 2/2022** 15 March 2022
- **Issue 3/2022** 15 June 2022
- **Issue 4/2022** 15 September 2022

The editorial team looks forward to discussing your proposals and receiving your submissions.

Send submissions to:

Jakob McKernan  
Executive Editor  
mckernan@lexxion.eu  
+49-30-81 45 06-10